
Built for today’s mobile work force 

Worker mobility is the new reality. Give your teams the power to work 
anywhere, anytime, anyplace with best-in-class technology from the HP 
Elite Family. Strong, beautiful and reliable, every member of the family 
is designed to inspire productivity and engineered to handle the real-life 
demands of global business professionals.

• HP EliteBook—High performance, ultra-thin, super-light, and durable notebook

• HP ElitePad—Sleek and capable, with extended battery life

• HP Elite x3 —PC power and premium smartphone capabilities in a slim, 3-in-1 device

• HP EliteDesk—Compact, powerful, and secure enterprise-class desktops

• HP EliteOne—Versatile all-in-one PC that adapts to changing workplaces

• HP EliteDisplay—Superior ergonomics, performance, and connectivity

Tackle demanding tasks with confidence. Get more done in the office or on 
the road. Be ready for anything. HP Elite products ensure that everyone in 
your organization works smarter, moves faster, and connects with ease no 
matter where the job takes them. 

Whether it’s a single desktop or an entire organization, HP Elite offers 
premium reliability, security, and support: 

• Rigorous testing—Every HP Elite system undergoes more than 120,000 hours 
of testing2 to meet military-grade specifications to give your users the ultimate 
in reliability.

• Built-in protection—The HP Elite PC is protected at data,  
device, and encryption levels, allowing you to operate  
securely and with confidence.

• Total support—Live 24/7 help desk support  
gets you get back in business quickly.

HP Elite family

Today’s workplace is anywhere

• Studies of Fortune 1000 companies show 
that employees work remotely 50% to 
60% of the time1. 

• The ability to anywhere, anytime, on any 
device is crucial for business productivity.

• Increased worker mobility also brings 
significant benefits in areas such as 
employee satisfaction, retention of talent, 
and increased productivity1.

Powering business performance

The HP Elite family

• Built to suit the demands of the modern, 
mobile work environment

• Human-engineered to be strong, attractive, 
reliable, and secure

• Designed to enhance collaboration and 
keep organizations connected

Perform at your best

HP Elite notebooks, tablets, desktop PCs and 
monitors keep you working seamlessly and 
efficiently.
• Quality and design
• Industry-leading features
• Unparalleled security and manageability
• Premium support



Quality and performance to go

Everything about the HP Elite family is modern, mobile, and manageable. HP Elite notebooks, tablets, desktop PCs, and 
displays are engineered to inspire you to perform your best and built to exacting standards with industry-leading features that 
keep your business moving seamlessly and efficiently.

Beautifully designed 
• Distinctive, eye-catching designs crafted from diamond-cut 

finished materials

• Quality components engineered to create the thinnest and 
lightest business-class notebooks

Durable and tough
• Stunning magnesium alloy notebook case protects key 

components and is 18 times stronger than plastic

• Corning Gorilla Glass displays on laptops and tablets give 
exceptional protection from rough, everyday use

• Layers of bead-blasted aluminum and magnesium give added 
protection to display surface edges

Rigorously tested
• The Elite PC undergoes more than 120,000 hours of extreme 

testing in order to pass military MIL-STD-810G standards

• Vibration, dust, heat, altitude, temperature shock, and 
mechanical shock tests help ensure reliability in the most 
demanding conditions

Simple collaboration
• One-touch connectivity on selected products helps get you 

online faster

• Built-in speakerphone on PCs makes business conferencing easy 
and convenient

• Skype for Business support delivers a premium collaboration 
experience

• Built-in Bang & Olufsen audio with bi-directional noise-
cancellation creates a precise sound environment for business use

Enhanced security
• Microsoft® Windows 10® Pro security protection for business 

networks and resources

• Advanced hardware security features like facial recognition, 
fingerprint reader, and smart card reader prevent unauthorized 
access

• Enhanced BIOS-level protection provided by HP Sure Start with 
Dynamic Protection adds an even greater layer of security

Systems Analysis Services 

System Analysis Services is an HP Silver Partner in the HP preferred Partner Program, dedicated to providing best-in-class IT 
products and solutions. We offer our customers the most value for their IT budget, and our focus on reasonable pricing along 
with excellent service is what truly sets us apart. Our consultants are here to help you plan, build, support, and optimize your IT 
infrastructure for today’s mobile work environment. We deliver across-the-board enhancements every step of the way—allowing 
you to improve productivity, profitability, and revenue growth while reducing operating costs. 

Whether you need project-based work, or management of your entire IT infrastructure, our dedicated staff is ready to assist you.

1 http://globalworkplaceanalytics.com/telecommuting-statistics  
2 HP, “Testing the business ruggedness and reliability of HP Business PCs”, Sept. 2016
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